We propose to build the new city on the ruins of the post-fordist city - on the stations, metro lines, chain
stores, office blocks and meeting places that form the background to our ‘productive’ lives
Pier Vittorio Aureli + Martino Tattara
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The purpose of this volume is to uncover and excavate
the historical , geographical and infrstructural systems of
a site in Copenhagen that forms the base for architectural
investigation. This study will examine a specific part of the
city as a ‘working plane’ or test bed for an archaeological
examination within its geoplitical context.
The initial investigation into archaeological residuality
within an egalitarian context leads to the proposal of a
new municipal enclave within the heart of the city. Like
examples of territories within the city such as Frederikberg
and Christiania, the scope of the design project initiates
a new territory at the site of archaeological interest to the
initial threshold of the city. Thus this enclave provides an
autonomous fiscal and operational infrastructure whilst
being the very embodiment of the identity of Copenhagen
and its egalitarian dilemma. This dilemma stems from what
can be termed ‘exclusive’ or ‘territorial’ about a society that is
founded upon a principle of perpetual equality.
This perpetuality is however contained to a nine square
grid - framing the enclave as a test bed of the city of
Copenhagen. The grid, although contained, inevitably
creates a relationship of superimposition to the rest of the
city, as well as creating infinite numbers of nine square grids
within its own nine square grid. This means that this enclave
becomes a ‘laboratory’ for spatial exploration of a relative
organisational principle that operates at multiple scales.
The purpose of this enclave is to highlight and reflect upon
the issues surrounding both what it is to build and change
within the city and what it means to have an architecture
that is ‘exclusive’ to a territory within an egalitarian context.
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PRECEDENT FOR ENCLAVE
‘Berlin as a Green Archipelago’

The prospect of making architectural insertions within the city
that have a statement about identity was explored by Oswald
Mathias Ungers, who developed the notion of the ‘city within
a city’ or as Aureli describes ‘the enclave’. This interpretation
for city development to occur within a territory embedded
into the city is one that Ungers explored in ‘Berlin as a green
archipelago’ which was a project that also reflected on the city’s
“idiosyncratic character as a politically divided city in economic
difficulty into a laboratory for a project”. Ungers reflected on the
political relevance of territory in the city and proposed the basis
of the‘shrinking city’ as a potential future.
Ungers used West Berlin as a site for establishing a formal
language that was ‘based on a systematic reading of the city’. The
enclave represented a different approach to addressing urban
scale issues, where the ‘encounter’ between the individual and
the artefact, and also suggests the tensions of boundary and city
extent. Aureli discusses in depth the possibility of an ‘Absolute’
architecture, that is an architecture as an individual intervention
that is embedded with the ‘essence’ of the city at large. These
perhaps are manifest in Ungers’ notion of the ‘archipelago’ that
allow for the identity of the city to be reinforced in smaller
‘islands’ connected infrastructurally throughout the city.
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Berlin as a Green Archipelago
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The City of the Captive Globe

The New Welfare Palace Hotel
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PRECEDENT FOR ENCLAVE
‘Delirious New York’

As a student of Ungers, Rem Koolhaas naturally
incorporated this political reading of the territorial city
and the power of the enclave in his conceptual early
work, most noticeably in the projects ending Delirious
New York as a ‘fictional conclusion’. These projects
looked closely at the inert characteristics of the city of
New York and used Manhattan as a ‘Laboratory’ for an
urban composition that would ‘contain the complexity of
the city as a whole’. One of these projects The City of the
Captive Globe, represented an ‘archipelago’ that acts as an
urban composition of subdivided territories, as ‘change is
contained on the component islands.’ This notion of the
simultaneity between both ‘change’ and ‘containment’ is
again facilitated by the use of the axonometric, that allows
for the depiction of the ‘city’ to be potentially infinite and
regulated to a superimposed ‘grid’, referencing what Aureli
describes a ‘state of perpetual animation’.
The project hence becomes a “legible sequence of various
permanences” and is presented as a staging of curated
events that present a “dialectical city of contrasting singular
forms”. Aureli states that “city form is not one particular
image of the city but the possibility of forming moments
within the city on the basis of architectural examples”.
Axonometry here has facilitated a view of the city that
is not ‘one particular image’ but somehow a ‘perpetual’
image of the city, allowing these moments to take place,
whilst suggesting that this utopic vision could continue
indefinitely.
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CHAPTER

//2

The [archaeogical] Site
The proposed site is defined by a nine square
grid that is placed at the site of archaelogical
interest in regards to the changing city
landscape. This chapter will hone in
on particular remnants of this change,
highlighting the residual elements of the site
as anchors for development and flux
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Aerial view of nine square perimeter site
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL ANCHORS

A ~ Soerne Lakes
B ~ Trommelsalen

A

C ~ Vesterport
D ~ Aborreparken
E ~ Tivoli Park
F ~ Jarn’s Tower

B

Aerial view of site with key elements
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The lakes have been a part of the city throughout history

A ~ SOERNE LAKES
Old City Reservoir
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The Soerne lakes exist today as a series
of retangular artificial lakes that serve as
recreational space in suburban Copenhagen,
at the brink of Frederiksberg. However, these
lakes have been a part of the city’s shifting
landscape throughout almost the entirity of its
history, making it one of the few anchors of
consistency in Copenhagen. Originally used
as reservoirs, as part of mills and as a defense
mechanism through flooding, the role and
status of these man made lakes have changed
and they now serve no direct function to the
city directly.

The Soerne lakes are a place of recreation
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The existing building of former meat packing district

B ~ TROMMELSALEN
Original Meat Packing District
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The meat packing district is now at Kødbyen,

The current location of the city’s meat
packing district ‘Kødbyen’ (pictured above)
was only created after the original site at
Trommelsalen had proved too small for the
growing industry. The street of the original
marketplace hence once bore a territorial
claim as part of a ‘district’ that exists today
in another form in another area. The status
of the site today hence bears traces of this
territorial flux.

The existing building of former meat packing district
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Vesterport is now a train station

C ~ VESTERPORT
Original City Gate
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The original extent of the city of Copenhagen
was contained by the city ramparts and
fortifications. Vesterport was one of four
city gates from these fortifications and was
dismantled in 1857 when the ramparts were
no longer deemed necessary. The site of this
gate is however now used as a train station
with the same name, making reference to the
change and expansion of the city border.

Vesterport as a city gate
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Aborreparken in its heyday

The site today

D ~ ABORREPARKEN
Green Belt Park?
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As the ramparts of the original city wall were
dismantled, so too was th city moat that
had surrrounded the perimeter of the city.
Whilst some of this are was later built on
after the line of demarcation was removed,
it was decided that parts of the former moat
would be turned into a series of green belt
parks, most of which survive today. One
however, ‘Aborreparken’ was short lived and
was later demolished, allowing colelctions of
warehouses and industrial buildings to be
built on the former park - former moat.
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E ~ TIVOLI PARK
City Amusement Park
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Tivoli Gardens is the world’s second oldest
amusement park and is situated right in the
heart of Copenhagen. The circumstances
surrounding its inception are inherrently
political, as the king was told ‘“when the
people are amusing themselves, they do
not think about politics”. The park was
located on the brink of the fortification wall,
meaning that the moat adopted by the park
was preserved after the rest of the moat had
been destroyed. This lake is still found in the
park today and is a rare indicator of the city’s
former boundary.

Tivoli gardens remains popular today as a theme park
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F ~ JARMERS TÄRN
City Rampart Ruins
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The dismantled ramparts left more remnants
than the traces of its gates and instances of the
city moat. Jarmer’s Tower is a residual ruin of
of of the watch towers that was built on the
fortifications before they were torn down.
The tower can be found today prserved in
part, yet disregarded as nothing more than
a roundabout in the city, its status is that
of being something that is simulataneously
important as a historical artefact and a
nuisance that is ‘in the way’.

Jarmers Tower as a preserved ruin
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CHAPTER

//3

Delaminating the Enclave

28

This chapter will unpack the sites
infrastructural layers but framing the context
in numerous ways. This will essentially
extend the territorial examination of the
city into the scope of this ‘test-bed’, which
will allow for an architectural intervention
to be made in response to such overlapping
infrastructures. It will delaminate the enclave
in the following categories:

1 ~ OS Map
2 ~ Postal Network
3 ~ City Moat
4 ~ Banking
5 ~ Cycling
6 ~ Copper
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1 ~ OS MAP
OS map of area selected, comprising of
Vesterbro station, a portion of Tivoli
Gardens. and a portion of the Søerne
lakes. The Nine square grid and its
resultant subgrids are superimposed as a
point of reference for all other layers.
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The current Post office

2 ~ POST NETWORK
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The positions of the post boxes (crosses)
and the post offices (squares) are
indicated, revealing the postal territory
and the infrastructure that is required to
sustain the network of communication
and delivery, as each postbox has a
homogonous and uniform appearance.

Positions of post boxes and post office in Enclave
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The location of the former city moat ghosted

3 ~ CITY MOAT
The position of the former city moat
is indicated on the buildings that
have since been built on top, after
the ramparts were dismantled. Parts
of the moat still exist today whilst
others exist only as archaelogical
ghosts.
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The buildings built upon the site of the former moat
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4 ~ BANKING
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Positions of commerical banks are
indicated as well as links to all other
branches in the city. This connection
between branches and their territorial
occupation of the city alludes to
the financial islands and clusteres
that occupy the everyday life of the
inhabitant.

Nordea Invest fund management

Dir Kredit

Jyske Global asset management

Greenbank Holidays ltd

Nordea Bank

Arbejdernes Landsbank

Nordea Bank

Jyske Bank

Dankse Bank

Banks and bank branches in the site
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Bicycle zones in the streetscape

5 ~ CYCLING
Plans for future development of cycle
tracks and cycle friendly zones are
indicated, revealing the increasing
territory of this form of transport.
Copenhagens higher emphasis on
cycling makes this part of the city highly
noticeable in the streetscape.
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Future bicycle lanes in the Enclave
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The copper territory in the enclave
The presence of Copper in the city goes into detailing

6 ~ COPPER
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The material territory of the city is
mapped by the identification of patinised
copper used on the rooftops. Copper
is a material that is used sporadically
throughout the city, generating a
material uniformity, as well as an
indication of time and decay.

The copper territory in the enclave
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AFTERWORD //
A Field of Simultaneity

The Enclave is understood as an
amalgamation of these framings,
forming a composite landscape of
interweving and meandering territories.
This way of interpreting the site as a field
within a ‘grid’ allows for the proposal to
mediate between topogrpahy, grid and
infrastructure.
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